
The need to conduct examinations remotely is becoming a basic 
requirement for Educational Institutions. The Integrity of the 
examination process needs to be protected and verifiable. Camu 
Proctoring, a remote proctored online examination solution 
combines AI-based and blended live proctoring, to deliver the 
highest level of accuracy, security and scalability. It offers an 
affordable single solution for multiple proctoring environments - 
automated, manual, blended. This helps institutions the highest 
level of security with continuous identification verification and a 
sensitivity that detects and deters examination misconduct while 
enhancing accuracy of results.
Camu Proctoring is the only remote proctoring solution that’s both, 
a light Desktop App download that continuously verifies identity 
and secures monitoring, and a browser extension that ensures 
browser lockdown and live proctor intervention. 
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Verification at every step
Intuitive and user-centric, Camu 
Proctoring ensures the highest level of 
security with continuous identification 
verification and a sensitivity that 
detects and deters examination 
misconduct. 

Camu Proctoring offers 4 levels of 
remote proctoring for high and low 
stakes exams:

Level 1: Strongly deters misconduct 
with an automated identity verification 
and data recording which includes 
video, audio and desktop screenshots 
within 2-3 hours.

Level 2: Fully automated solution that 
delivers identity verification, data 
recording, and automated data 
analysis with strong accuracy results in 
just 6 hours. It detects 17 unique 
testing violations.

Level 3: A more robust version of 
ProctorAuto, further analyses results 
using a manual QA review process. It 
offers 99.5% accuracy, detects 26 
unique testing violations, and offers 
the highest Fidelity Reports within 
12-24 hours. Ideal for Midterms and 
Finals.

Level 4: AI combined with live proctors 
with AI-enhanced auto proctoring that 
detects suspicious behaviours or 
malpractices. AI further tests integrity 
of results. This is suitable for 
high-stakes exams.

All 4 levels come with Proctor 
Checkpoint, a feature that confirms 
identity verification and room scan 
prior to the student entering the 
testing session.

Online Assessments linked to CoE
Camu uniquely offers the Online 
Assessments as an extension to the 
CoE function. It incorporates all of the 
policies and procedures of the CoE like 
the regulations, computation of the 
final marks, inheritance of the previous 
internal marks, assessments only for 
arrear students, moderation, 
re-evaluation and finally linked to 
Outcome Based Education.

Built for the modern mindset
Students can take their assessments 
on the Mycamu Portal through a 
simple, guided process. Answers can 
be set as Descriptive or MCQ and the 
portal offers an option to scan and 
attach diagrams or documents;



The most simplified processes for 
Online Examinations
Camu automates all the tasks, reducing 
the workload to just a few hours. 
Questions can be set from a preloaded 
question bank. Answers are instantly 
assessed and sent to students in 
real-time. This also saves institutions 

expensive printing and circulating costs 
of question papers and answer sheets.

Being a digital solution, multiple 
stakeholders can seamlessly colla- 
borate to set, review, alter and approve 
the questions before they are added to 
the question bank.

ONLINE ASSEMENTS

AI BASED VIOLATION REPORTING



Offers worldwide reach and 
scalability
Unlike traditional examinations which 
are restricted by physical space and 
time, with Camu, institutions can now 
address students from different 
geographies and different time zones.

Puts students at ease
Exams can be stressful, especially 
when students have to travel to 
unfamiliar surroundings to take them. 
As exams can be taken from the 
comfort of students’ homes, this 
enables them to answer better.

Instant Results
Online assessments facilitate instant 
results which can be shared with 
students in real-time.

Highest level of security
Camu Proctoring has the highest 
security protocols to eliminate the risk 

of cheating or any other malpractice 
during the exams. It guarantees a 
thorough monitoring and credits 
students for their honesty during the 
test.

• To begin with, the Camu Proctortrack 
app must be downloaded.

• Next, a 2-step facial and ID scan 
confirms the student’s identity, only 
after which the examination portal is 
opened. 

• Camu Proctortrack conducts a 
7-point check to confirm that the 
student’s device is working well to 
support the proctored online 
assessment.

• A list of stringent guidelines details 
the examination process and on 
acceptance, the test begins.

ID SCAN

FACIAL SCAN



Having conducted over 100,000 online tests, 
Camu Remote Proctored Online Exainations can 
be implemented within a week based on 
predefined templates to be filled by the 
Institution. 
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Emergency
Rescheduling
For locations that are prone to power 
failure or low internet bandwidth, 
Camu enables students to continue 
the exam from where they were cut 
off. It also offers options such as time 
extension, re-examinations, ability to 
make announcements on the fly, 
real-time interaction and more.

www.camudigitalcampus.comsales@camudigitalcampus.com

Examinations with or without 
supervision
The high security protocols of Camu 
allow institutions to conduct both 
invigilated and unsupervised assess- 
ments, depending on the requirement. 

Unsupervised assessments rely upon 
technologies that are sensitive to eye 
and body movements and other open 
browsers, to prevent any cheating.


